The first physically realistic picture of the thinking machine was of a human. Just visible are a pair of legs emerging. Our machine has only produced male offspring.

Durocher May Run Hub Team
Czech To Cop Series, Pennant, Says Sartori

Begins from Last Year’s Riddles

Two newsmen will be offered a chance to pick for the license which rocketed the baseball world on its heels, it was announced today by the Committee on the Cover-up of the Dodgers and Giants, is the two-man committee headed by Judge Red River, Willis Northmore, manager of the Braves, has been unsuccessful previously and has reportedly signed with an unnamed technical institution. Said Northmore, "If Charles River. Of course, the re-

The Daily Realium wishes to make it clear that any conflicting real-words we may have printed about Mr. Durocher in the past were only to emphasize the highest regard for the capabilities and field baseball judgment of Mr. Durocher, and feel certain that will lead our glorious Braves to the pennant this year. As for Northmore, the hul, all we can say is "good riddance.

We may have sometimes praised Northmore in our columns, we realize now his extreme shortcomings.
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"JUNIOR" MUGS

Those who have ordered their "Junior" mugs will find them on up on Wednesday, May 5, in the lobby of Building 10, sometime in between 2 and 5. If this
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Starting salaries for bachelors are from $250 to $350 per month; doctors and living expenses. The princ-
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